This research suggests that public disclosure of evaluations best be c ur· tailed.
Effect of students' expectations
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Joycelyn Gay Parish gra<luated from the Universi ty o f Illinoi s. She formerly taught Human Development at Oklahoma State University. Currently She Is pursuing studies in the area of chlkS growth and de\lelopment. Student evaluations ot teacher effectiveness can be an important tool for aiding instructors In improving their teaching skills. However, the practice of publicly disclosing these evaluations is a topic ot concern to many educators.
According to Rosenthal (1973) . the Pygmalion effect lives and flourishes in our classrooms today. The Pygmal ion effect, as Rosenthal (1973) has described It, OC· curs when students live up, or down, to the expectations of their teachers. That teacher expectation does Indeed In· fl uence student performance has been demonstrated In various ways in many different experiments (e.g., Beez, 1966; Chaikin, Sigler, & Derlega, 1974) ,
The Pygmalion effec t is not necessarily restricted . however, to how teachers' expectations influence their subsequent judgment ot stud ent performance. Indeed. other studies have reported how students' expectations o f teachers have influenced their subsequent evaluation o f their teachers' performances (e.g ., Herrell, 1971; Kelley, 1950 ). Herrell's (1971) study, for example, has indicated that public disclosure of s tudents' evaluations of teachers has a particu larly negative effect on subsequent students' attitudes toward the teachers who had been unfavorably evaluated by students in the past.
As demonstrated in the Herrell (1971) experiment, publ ic disclosure of students' evaluations o f teachers may actually create a negative set in students toward un· favorably rated teachers.
Given this negative effect of publicly d isclosed student evaluations of teachers, it is indeed hard to Justify continuation ot such a practice, unless perhaps students who fill out teacher evaluation forms for later public disclosure are more frank and candid about the teacher•s abilities than students who fill out teacher evaluation forms intended tor the teacher's use only. In other words, it is hard to justify public disclosure unless evaluations by students vary due to expectations as to how the teacher evaluations will be used. II no slgnillcant difference exists then it would appear that little, if anything, can be gained by using publicly disclosed evaluations.
Subj ects
All ol the junior and senior level students enrolled in 12 sections of an educational psychology course at Oklahoma State University participated as subjects In this experiment. In all, nine instructors were evaluated by their students. Of the 264 students participating in this study, 129 students were randomly assigned to Group I, and 135 students were randomly assigned to Group II. 
5.
The degree to which the instruc tor stimu lated my desire to know more about the subject.
6. The extent to which the instructor encouraged students to ask questions. (most en· couragement A . .. E least encouragement) 7. The instructor's ability to answer students' questions. 14. The extent to which the instructor encouraged students to think for themselves. (most encouragement A .. . E least encouragement) 15. The extent to which I saw the course material as being related to my life outside of class.
(most related A ... E least related) 16. The willingness of the instructor to talk to students individually, ou tside of class. 17. The extent to which the instructor seemed to be interested In and care about students.
(most interested A ... E least interested) 18. The vatue of the assigned readings. 19. The value of the assignments (o1her than assigned readings). Leave blank if there were 26. My enjoyment of this course. 27. Over·all value of this course for me.
The instructor's over-all teaching ability. Total across all comparisons t Test Scores and Probability Levels For Each Item
Procedure At the end of the semester, during the week preceding final exams, Forms A and B of the Instructor evaluation questionnaire were administered to the stu· dents in Groups I and II, respectively.
The 28 Items that appeared on Form A and Form B of the instructor evaluation questionnaire are presented in Table 1 . Forms A and B differ only In the Instructions that were presented to the students before they filled out the instructor evaluation questionnaires. The instructions for Form A were as follows:
This questionnaire gives you an opportunity to ex· press anonymously your views of this course and the way it was taught. Its purpose is to assist in the improvement of in· struction. It will serve this purpose best if you an· swer the items carefully and honestly. To insure your anonym ity do not write your name on this evaluation form. These evaluation forms will not be reviewed by the instructor until final grades are received by the Registrar' s Office. These evaluation forms and their results will be made available for public Inspection.
The instructions for Form B were as follows: This questionnaire gives you an opportunity to ex· press anonymously your views of this course and the way it was taught. Its purpose Is to assist in the Improvement of instruction. It will serve this purpose best If you answer the questions carefully and honestly. To insure your anonymity do not write your name on this evaluation form. These evaluation forms will not be revlewe<I by the Instructor until final grades are received by the Registrar's Office. These evaluation forms are for the profes sor's own use and their contents wlll not be publicly disclosed. Notably, only the underlined segments of the in· structions of Form Aand Form B actually differ.
Results
Of the 28 items on Forms A and B of the instructor evaluation questionnaire, no significant differences were found as a result of the different Instructions. As is numerically Illustrated in the right hand column of Table 1 , none of the t values reached or exceeded the .05 probability level.
Discussion
The findings of this experiment demonstrated that ex· tremely similar instructor evaluations were obtained from WINT£R, 1978 the two groups of students, even though one group ex· pected that their instructor evaluations were for the Instructor's use only. The 28 Items on the instructor evaluation questionnaire used in this experiment are very much like items used to rate instructors at many of our In· stitutions of higher education. Since there was little new or different Information secured from those students who expected that their instructor evaluations would be sub· sequently available for public inspection, It seems rather questionable to encourage the practice of allowing students' evaluations of Instructors to be made available to other students who wlll subsequently be studying with the same instructors. As pointed out by Rosenthal (1968) past evaluations give rise to future expectations, and such expectations seem to qu ite unwittingly create a self· fulfilling prophecy.
